
Forsby

Characteristics
Forsby is a newly renovated boulder area along E22. All problem have been recently brushed up. Forsby consists 
of a hill with boulders and walls in a very beatiful, exciting, wild suroundings. Many problems are on granit with high 
quality. There are a very high potential for new routes.

Directions
The boulders are located  near E22 43 km norh of Västervik and are easily accessible.If you are coming from north 
pass the sign Forsby 2 km. After a sign Spångdalen drive 600 m to a little parking spot.The path 200 m leading 
from the parking to the boulders is marked. If you are driving from south you can turn left (sign Spångdalen) and 
back in south direction.

Coordinates 
To the parking lot:   16°28’13”O, 57°53’18”N
Accommodation
The closest camping is KustCamp, phone +46493-10221, www.campa.se,Youth Hostel in Överum, phone +46493-
30302 www.overum.nu, cottages and camping at Risebo fritid, phone +46493-33046 www.risebofritid.se. Bed and 
Breakfast in Björnsholm phone +46493-60150 www.bbb-sweden.se
Shop
The closest grocery stores and petrol stations are located in Gamleby. 
Västervik Climbing Centre
The climbing centre in Västervik is the main meeting point for climbers. It is located by the old water tower on Rep-
slagargatan 5. There is free Wi-Fi internet access there. You can also borrow a computer and browse the internet 
for free. It is a place where you can meet, trade stories, read climbing magazines and watch climbing films. The la-
test information on climbing and other outdoor activities in the area is available there. There is also a climbing gym 
available, where you can climb and get to know other climbers. Call +46490-37466 for more information.
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1 In a Face 7A
1b In a Face 7B sds
2 Boardulaine 6B
3 Kanten 6C sds
4 Face 5C
5 The other kant 5C
6 Zuper Crack 6C sds
7 Das Boot 6C sds
8 På magen på E22 6C sds, in the cave
9 Revolver 7C+ sds, start left from crimps in roof and go right 

and then climb the arete
10 Hölzer 7A sds
11 Off Wolf and Man 8A sds
11b Off Wolf and Man 7C start från höger
12 Walker 7A the thin crack
13 Scullcandy 7B start from the right overhanging arete and 

climb to the left
14 Pulls of the Maggots 7A sds, climb first left to the crack and then right
15 Vermillion 6C sds, climb first left to the crack and then left.
16 Mega Straight 5C straight up
17 Mega 5A start left from a big hold
18 Flying Dutchmen 8A sds, on low crimp
19 Zucka 7A hangstart from crimp and limp
20 project
21 Forsby Cave 7A+ sds, low start from left to right
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